BurnT Interactive Arts Society - Summary of Grants Awarded in 2014

1. Open Art Grants - Total $1000.00 - awarded to support art from our community going to other regional events or burns / Toronto based
events not organized by BurnT
Name of Recipient

Project Name

Project Description

Brad Spacinsky

Aural Borealis

Stepping into Aural Borealis will be a mind expanding auditory and sensory experience.
Imagine 27 floating archways, extending over 80 feet hovering
above you displaying a dazzling array of multicolor LED patterns.
The light show produced by the archways are both interactive and audio responsive, meaning you
can control the coordinated light patterns of Aural Borealis while it listens to
the surrounding auditory environment or stand under the arches and be mesmerized by
the colors dancing above your head. Powered by the visual development platform Touch
Designer, Aural Borealis has three
forms of input; Mashcine midi control (to set your own patterns and alter
preformed light sequences), 3D Kinect motion sensors to detect dancing,
hand motions, or however your soul would like to express itself, and audio
input, which will dance to the surrounding music. Aural Borealis enables
you to express yourself through LED light and animation like nothing else you have seen.

Intended destinations OM &
Mooseman

Becky Belton

Bathtub Battleship

Seth Hardy

Intended Destinations: Figment or child, be silly, get wet, and let the battle rage on!
and Lakes of Fire
Riskee Ball

Amount

500

This is a real life, silly version that I think both small and big kids can get behind and enjoy. Adult

Intended Destination: Maker
Faire
Franklin Call

95

Riskeeball is a celebration of the classic arcade game Skeeball, with a fiery twist! Riskeeball is
really about fun, excitement and recapturing childhood joy Burner style! Players are rewarded for
steady throws with giant fiery eruptions. The piece is all about having fun, challenging yourself to
play your best and score big fire, and cheering for fellow players to do the same.

200

String Theory
Intended Destination: Figment

205
This sculpture has many holes with spools of thread below. The participants thread the strings
through the holes to create patterns in the 3D structure.

$

1,000.00

2. Mooseman Art Grants

Rob Sandberg

Effigy

Franklin call

Temple

500

Porky Porky

500
$

1,000.00

Art Grants awarded and paid out (Budget $2000)
Note: several projects cancelled or did not show. These funds were re-allocated.
Chriz North

Button Maker

Give access to a simple and fun art making tool so everyone can participate, create and pin it to
them when they’re done.

250

Jo Lopez

Pimpin' Potties

Aromatherapy, Lighting and Décor within Porta-potties will let MooseMan attendees know that
The LooTenants have kept all your Port-o-potty insecurities in mind and we are here to erase that
fear.

250

Riskeeball is a celebration of the classic arcade game Skeeball, with a fiery twist! Riskeeball is
really about fun, excitement and recapturing childhood joy Burner style! Players are rewarded for
steady throws with giant fiery eruptions. The piece is all about having fun, challenging yourself to
play your best and score big fire, and cheering for fellow players to do the same.

550

Carrie Smith

Riskee Ball (3 Machines)
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Chriz North and Jo Lopez

Appreciation Station

The station itself is very simple — a few signs give instructions to:
1) Show your appreciation for someone by creating an artistic postcard or letter for them
expressing it
2) Put your art into an envelope
3) Deliver it yourself or leave it in the “Appreciation Letters Outbox”.

65

If there is a larger office set-up, we’ll keep it with the desk set-up. If not, we’ll have something
humbler, like a rubbermaid to store and transport it.

Chriz North

Dr. Zee's

The piece is basically mobile performance art. I walk around dressed in an old-timey costume with
a large doctor’s bag, offering to help cure people’s ailments and woes like a 19th century snake
oil’s salesman.

70

This sign post is being made specifically for the three corner crossroad and will direct to the
location of each camp.

Lee/Derek

Sign at Gnome Corner

Matt/Brad

Ginger Games

Adult size outdoor interactive games

125

Martin Sneath (rangers)

T-Shirts for Rangers

T-shirts for the Rangers so that they are easy to identify.

130

David Braun

The Touchnsqueal Organ.
Touching objects or people connected to the organ will play notes. It will only have one octave, so
only simple music can be played.
To demonstrate what can be accomplished if people work together (or just stand around). I have
an organ that requires eight people to stand, and be the "keys" or notes, and one person to play
them. Nine people in total are required just to play Twinkle Twinkle Little Star.

130

Brad Spacinsky

Aural Borealis

75

Stepping into Aural Borealis will be a mind expanding auditory and sensory experience. Imagine 2
7 floating archways, extending over 80 feet hovering
above you displaying a dazzling array of multicolor LED patterns. The light
show produced by the archways are both interactive and audio responsive, meaning you can cont
rol the coordinated light patterns of Aural Borealis
while it listens to the surrounding auditory environment or stand under the arches and be mesme
rized by the colors dancing above your head. Powered
by the visual development platform Touch Designer, Aural Borealis has threeforms of input; Mash
cine midi control (to set your own patterns and alter
preformed light sequences), 3D Kinect motion sensors to detect dancing,
hand motions, or however your soul would like to express itself, and audio
input, which will dance to the surrounding music. Aural Borealis enables
you to express yourself through LED light and animation like nothing else you have seen.

250

$

1,895.00

3. Orphan Burn
Derek Birch

Effigy

up to $300
approved with
receipts; not
claimed yet

4. Special requests
Art Car Proposal

Project Lead - Nick McAlister
Intended destinations: Toronto based events (nuit blanche, t-comp, mooseman; spring
General talented stuff doer - Matt pre-comp) and regionals such as Lakes of Fire.
Culver
Truck mechanic - Darcy Holt
Artists will do a workshop in the Spring on lessons learned in building an art car.
Permits, insurance, logistics,
municipal relations - Elliot Coombe

5. Decomp - Art Grant Budget $2500

All allocated but not yet announced.

$2000 granted
($1000 up front;
$1000 after
completion)

$

2,500.00

$

8,695.00

TOTAL SPENT IN 2014

